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Abstract

The performance of the built environment is behind schedule on the way to a
factor 20 environmental improvement by 2040. A substantial improvement can
be achieved by an approach on the urban scale, focussing on all three dimensions
of sustainability: technology, space and time. Beside solutions for technological
efficiency, in which combining facilities on an urban scale offers better opportu-
nities, a focus on efficient use of space and prolonging the life span of the built
environment are important measures with which the environmental performance
can be improved.

Space efficiency can be improved by multiple and intensive use of space.
Stacking and combining of fimctions avoid claims on rural areas and diminish
the amount of building materials and energy needed. Indicators like the floor
space index (f,s,i.) and environmental indices on floor and ground surface use of
reference projects sharpen awareness of the impact on the environment,

The life span of urban areas can be prolonged by a sustainable urban fabric
that has possibilities of adaptability to unforeseen fiture changes within it. This
fictional adaptability is enabled by technical flexibility on an urban scale.
Another important life span factor of urban areas is flmctional diversity. The
combination of functions within an urban project ensures a better useful life
span. The useful life factor (ULF) is an indicator for the eftlcient use of an urban
plan and its buildings.
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1 Introduction

1.1 The required factor 20 improvement

The concept of sustainability was introduced with the report of the ‘Brundtland
Commission’ [1], which made a connection between environmental and social
goals in the world. In the year 1990 Ehrlich & Ehrlich [2] and Speth [3] re-
introduced a formula, which made this connection quantifiable:

EP=Px WXE

In this formula EP stands for environmental pressure, which in 1990 was said
to be too high and had to be halved in 50 years from then. P stands for the world
population, which is predicted to double within 50 years. W stands for the
average welfare rate of a world citizen. The Brundtland Commission declared
that for developing countries it is necessa.ty to catch up with the prosperous part
of the world, meaning an improvement of factor 5 in 50 years. Therefore E,
environmental impact by welfare per citizen, equals:

%=2X5X1120

The calculation shows that by the year 2040 a diminishment of ecological
damage by 951%0has to be achieved: i.e. an improvement of the environmental
quality with a factor 20. This factor 20 target is apt as a benchmark and it can be
used as a guiding line for environmental performance of the built environment.

1.2 Determining the environmental performance

The year 1990 can be seen as a general starting point for the environmental
performance, since many countries implemented a structural approach of the
concept ‘sustainable building’ then.

In order to determine the environmental performance the environmental load
of the studied object(s) can be calculated in relation to a well-defined reference
environmental load in 1990. This results in an environmental index or an
improvement factor (see Figure 1).
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Figure 1: Determination of the environmental index.
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There are many environmental calculation models that apply for these basic
calculations, of which most are focussed on buildings. However, estimation of
the performance of urban areas is possible as well,

1.3 We’re behind schedule

In order to see whether sustainable building policy is effective or needs to be
changed the performance has to be related to a target, preferably the factor 20.
Taking 1990 as the reference year (with environmental index 100) in the year
2040 an environmental index of 2000 is necessary. If the performance was to
develop linearly an environmental index of 480 (factor 4.8) would have been
necessary in the year 2000. This in-between target is of course open to
discussion.
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Figure 2: The factor 20 target line and recent performance of buildings.

With recently built, relatively sustainable buildings an index of 140 to 250 is
achieved [4]. Buildings with no particular focus on sustainability achieve an
estimated index of 120-140. This is only a factor 1,2 or 1,4 improvement with
respect to 1990 (see Figure 2), This performance would be well behind the factor
20 target, even if the target line was progressive. This means acceleration is
needed in the next few years, as well as a focus on effective solutions.

2 A new focus on sustainable solutions

2.1 Causes of the arrears

There are various causes for the environmental arrears of individual buildings.
Technically, an environmental index of 800 is already possible, but the
combination of measures necessary is expensive and complex, Sustainable
building as a policy is focussed on small adaptations on traditional solutions.

Another reason for not meeting requirements, even in well-intentioned
projects, might be caused by the approach on the building scale and by
disregarding urban solutions. A wider urban approach of sustainable building can
reap greater environmental profits than the improvement of an individual
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building. This has two reasons. First, some sustainable measures can be not
feasible on a building scale but are cheaper or more efficient taken up in town
planning (e.g. energy and waste facilities). Second, some aspects can simply only
be tackled on the urban scale. An example of this is multiple and intensive use of
ground surface.

The mentioned causes of insufficient environmental performance are of a
technological kind, since solutions tend to be automatically sought in that
direction. Solutions for a sustainable city might be found in a more fictional
direction,

2.2 Three dimensions of sustainability

The limited progress of environmental performance shows that a focus only on
technological eticiency is not enough for the factor 20. Nevertheless, sus-
tainability has more than one dimension. We often forget the factors space and
time, which are largely independent from technology but important for the
eventual environmental load.

The improvement of the use of building space and the prolonging the life
span of objects, buildings and urban areas have played a minor role in sus-
tainable building can be additional factors to technological efficiency, which
together might enable factor 20 improvement of the whole built environment (the
whole volume in Figure 3).

Figure 3: Achieving factor 20 improvement by three dimensions of sustainability
(in Dutch): technology (efficiency), space (surface) and time (life span),

3 The factor space: intensive use of space

3.1 The usual sustainable planning

Sustainable urban planning is often associated with green town enlargements
with small-scale building, a lot of water and a friendly urban environment. It can
most easily be practised in open areas with enough space for environmental
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measures, but the consequence of too many of these projects is that towns just
keep enlarging and ‘consuming’ their surroundings. These projects also lead to a
substantial growth of commuter traffic, mostly by car.

Therefore, a different approach is finding new building areas within the
borders of existing towns. Inner-city reconstruction diminishes deterioration of
natural and cultural surroundings. Both are specifically suited for multiple and
intensive use of space.

3.2 Multiple and intensive use of space

Multiple and intensive use of space can be put in to optimise the use of new
inner city building areas. Multiple use of space is used to combine different
fimctions on a limited building area and intensive use of space is used to
maximise the amount of floor area that is realised on the building site [5].

Multiple use of space appears in three different forms with combinations
being possible (see: figure 4), The first form is multiple use of space in the
second dimension, the plain surface. Different ti.mctions are put next to each
other, which is defined as mixeduseof space. The second form is a differentiated
form of mixed use of space, in which the different functions are put on top of
each other: multip!e use of land. The third form is multiple use in time, in which
a set amount of floor area is used for different fimctions on after the other.

Intensive use of space can be measured by density, like the amount of floor
area that is realised per hectare of building surface, Projects of intensive use of
space do not include multiple use of space by definition. Intensive use of space is
furthermore partly defined by culture. For an inhabitant of Tokyo, the space in
European city centres is not used intensive, while Europeans experience these
cities as intensively used space. The intensity of the use of space in projects is
best measured by comparing them to their direct surroundings.
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Figure 4: Different types of intensive space use
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3.3 The difficulty of measuring environmental impact of space use

Avoidance of buildings or built mass through intensive use of space easily shows
impact on the environmental performance, because less materials and less energy
are needed and thus the environmental load is smaller. More difficult is the
estimation of environmental improvement by a diminished use of ground
surface. The only way to do so is by determining the avoided deteriorated or
changed area, dependent on the potentially occupied surface. The weight of this
surface depends on the ecological value (in case of an environmental compari-
son) or the economical value (in case of a financial comparison). There are a few
methods for this assessment, but no broadly accepted one.

Until the moment of acceptance of one of these methods we can only calcu-
Iate some characteristics of the use of space, like the floor space index or envi-
ronmental indices for the use of space factor.

3.4 The floor space index

The floor space index (f.s.i.) can be used to measure the density of an urban
project. R measures the intensity of the use of space. The floor space index is
calculated by dividing the amount of floor area realised by the surface of the
building area on which it is realised. The floor space index of four projects of
multiple use of space near railway stations are calculated in Table 1.

Table 1: Examples of FSISof different urban projects [6, 7,8, 9].

Project Floor area (m’) I Surface area (m’) fms,i.

LiverpoolStreetStation,London 360,000 100,000 3,60

Seine Rive Gauche, Paris 1,920,000 I ,300,000 1,47

Zuidas, Amsterdam 2,252,000 1,720,000 1,31
Euralille, Line 274,000 700,000 0,39

The floor space indices show huge differences. The redevelopment of Liverpool
Street Station realises ten times more floor area per square meter of building site
than Euralille. Euralille makes less intensive use of space, maybe even extensive
use of space, compared to the other projects, The projects show how the limited
building sites that are left in contemporary city centres can be re-used in a more
optimal way.

3.5 Environmental indices for floor and ground use

Another indicator for the efficiency in the use of space can be obtained by
comparing the floor and ground use of an urban plan with a reference project.
This reference project should be based on the amount of people for which the
area is designed.

A project in which this method was used was the environmental assessment
of 14 government offices [10]. In this project ground and floor use of the offices
was compared to those of reference offices, leading to environmental indices.
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Table 2: Results of indices for space and ground use [6].

project ground use index floor use index

Food Inspection Department, Zutphen 111 173
Mixed office, Arnhem 85 92
Tax office, Gorinchem 99 122
Ministry of Social Affairs, The Hague 206 88
Ministryof SpatialPlanning,The Hague 375 178
PublicWorks office(monument),TheHague 72 66
GoodsTraftlc Demrtment.The Hanse 194 84

The results in Table 2 give an impression of the etllciency with which ground
and floor surface is used, compared with a reference office (which has an index
of 100) for as much people as the studied office,

3,6 Opportunities for sustainability in dense areas

Efficient, innovating floor concepts (especially in offices), multi-functional use
of buildings and multiple use of space in the third dimension reduce the urban
space needed, and thus consumption of materials and energy, Furthermore,
deterioration of nature through building extension outside the urban environment
is prevented.
Progress in the sustainability of technical services like energy, water and IT-
supply can be made through concentration and collection of these fhnctions,
because of scale and efficiency advantages, On the field of energy one can think
of cold and heat storage in the ground and a central heat pump, solar or power
service. In a dense area wireless information and telecommunication makes
application of cables until in every comer of the buildings unnecessary.

4 The factor life span: urban adaptability

4.1 Change

A part of the environmental load develops during the life span of a building or
urban area (e.g. by energy and water consumption or travel); another part is
mainly initial, imposed at the beginning of the life span of the building or urban
area (e.g. use of building materials) or at the end of it (e.g. demolition waste).
Because of the initial environmental load, in case of a short life span the
environmental load per unit of time is bigger than with a long life span, taking a
long lifetime as a reference.
Therefore, prolonging the life span of buildings and urban areas as a whole is an
important means to diminish the environmental load. Because most buildings are
brought into a demolition phase when they lose their function and we cannot
usually predict changes in use, adaptability is a primal necessity.
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4.2 Flexibility types for adaptability

The success and size of young companies is so fluctuating that they do not dare
tie themselves to long-term contracts [11]. This is also a tendency with bigger
companies, For accomm~tion this means that the conditions might change
completely within a few years. In that case it is dangerous to bet on a fi.mction
that is boosting at the moment of decision. It is wiser to strive after multi-
fbnctionality, or functional flexibility.

In order to achieve functional flexibility technical flexibility forms the basis.
Sustainable urban structures, structures that offer enough possibilities to undergo
changes through times, are a solution for this. An example is the central canal
area of Amsterdtq where a strong basic structure (the ring of cards with
several main axis’s) is combined with adaptability on a smaller scale (connected
buildings and internal garden yards),

An overview of urban flexibility forms, the drive behind them and possible
solutions can be seen in the table underneath.

Table 3: Types of urban flexibility.

Financial unbmmdness ● farrcticd flexibility (seebelow)
Orgmdsstim ~ not tied @ ● short-term@r@cartrack

long financialobligations ● buildings not tuned to current treads+ suatsineble.quality

Multi-functionfllty ● bxhnkal flexibility (seebelow)
an @an ~ is @sptile to ● reckonwith growth
Ch=WW cl~-; ~ - ● elaborationto thehighestquality

oversMn@ overdimenskming
the urban structurehas su5ciat
meaaurememtfor a living and
~wing city
re-arrangeability
the urban structureoflkrs oppor-
tunities to vary public space;
buildingscanextend

c spaciousurbarrplan+in whichadditionsare possible
~● heavily dimensioned bearing structure for multi-layered

developmentsoradditions

o rewvation of urbenspacefor later additionsor adaptations
● lighturban desigrr removable,dismantleablebuildingsand

urbanfixniture,in a settingof arrangedlight infrastructure
● collectionof technicalfunctions,infrastructureand parking

4.3 Extendibility within the urban space

In dense areas extensions of buildings and urban enlargements can be found
within the existing structure of a town or city. One could think about building
over infkstructure or redevelopment of inner city areas. On a smaller scale
extension in the existing stracture can be achieved by adaptability within urban
building blocks. An example is one of the plans applying for the Zuidas in
Amsterdam [12]. In this plan building blocks me proposed with sufficient space
for additions, new building volumes and semi-public functions.
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4.4 Diversity

Many town enlargements take place for either dwellings or shops or businesses,
thus often mono-functional, The long-term sustainability of these new areas can
be doubted. For if economy, functions and life in general change, these mono-
functional places can easily lose their usability, In sustainable building more
focus is necessary on a long functional life span of locations and subsequently of
buildings. The fundament of the necessity of adaptability lays in the future possi-
bility to use space, buildings and especially urban areas differently, for other
functions than originally counted for.

4.5 The useful life span

Bringing space efficiency and life span together, the potential and current use
efficiency of the built environment can be estimated with the useful life factor-. It
is calculated as follows (Figure 6),

ULF ❑ Le/Lt X Dul Dt X Occ

❑ 25 i 75 (5x12)/ (7x24) 50%
. 6,0°/’9

Figure 6: The useful life factor (ULF); Le: expected life span (years); Lt: techni-
cal life span of essential components (years); Du: duration of use in a
week (hours); Dt: total duration of a week (hours); Occ: occupancy rate.

[n this particular example we see tha[ an average office building with a life
expectancy of 75 years (the building structure) normally does not last longer than
25 years, The doors are open for work approximately 12 hours a day, 5 days a
week and the occupancy rate is no more than 50°/0, This means that within the
potential of the building the useful life factor is only 6%’0. Houses achieve
between 20 and 24’%., almost a factor 4 better. A usefhi life factor of 100% is
unrealistic, but better than 6% should be possible, Adaptability of the building,
combinations of functions in the building or surroundings, evening and weekend
activities and innovative office concepts can support that.
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The essence of the usefil life factor is that if one area can achieve a factor 2
better ULF than another, twice as less surface and building materials plus
probably less energy are necessary, connected to a certain period and amount of
people using the area.

5 Conclusion and discussion

Sustainable urban planning should focus more on the intensification of space use
and a longer useful life span of built areas, rather than improving technological
efficiency. This paper gives an overview of conceptual solutions with which
these factors space and time can add to a better environmental performance.

A remark can be put here. Good buildings have no fiture in bad areas; a good
urban plan however tolerates bad buildings. We can see it in many old inner
cities: the quality and the use is not seriously deteriorated by a few disturbing
buildings. Therefore, it is important to have a good urban fabric as the founda-
tion of sustainable building.

Intensive space use and life prolonging measures will be stimulated if some
environmental assessment tools are developed, with which the environmental
impact of them can be determined. Together with existing life cycle assessment
tools these new instruments can facilitate a better and integral decision in urban
planning.
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